6th May 2010
Run Number 148
Starting at New Brighton Station, Wallesey
The Pack: Carthief; Sprog; Overdrive; OTT; Cleopatra; FCUK; 10”(Hare);
Hansel; Compo; Tia Maria; Snoozanne; Brian
Snoozanne, knowing the reputation of the Hare, prepares for the run. OTT
keeps the hordes of admirers at bay.

The Hare set out the rules of the run
including the False falsie (where a
Trail has to be modified en route, (come
on we have all done it)).

The Hash Flash

Down the hill

and onto a Check
with OTT doing her
“imitation of a stork”
party trick.

Down again onto King’s Parade and a long stretch along the Coastal Drive
until Tia Maria spotted the

Up the cliff

and onto a Check

False Trails abounded but the trail led under the Railway Bridge and onto a
on Sandcliffe Road

Checking back 2 arrows and
we came across a “gap”

Gap

2nd arrow back

An enormous amount of
disbelief ensued until trail
was found on the other side.

As usual, various techniques were brought into play to cross the fence

Contemplating the challenge?

Compo is still smiling or is
that Rictus Sardonicus?

Is that a smile or a
grimace on Brian’s
face?

With no one admitting serious injury we made our way to the top and a

Back down to Sandcliffe Road and a loop back to Sea Road where the pack
practiced their “Standing on a Check” prowess

Some nice long stretches along Dovedale Road and some more Checks
including this one with a special “end of Falsie”

A sneaky footpath between the houses

A half missing Tia Maria (a completely accidental photograph in case you were wondering(I was
actually taking a photograph of the marking))

Another training session for the “Check stander of the year award”

We go down

and into

An area boundary marked the route

Several legstretchers later and the welcome sign

Followed by the less welcome sign

This produced a downcast Pack

There were several comments about the Hash seeming to attract fire (See
Run Nos. 124 and 126

Until alternative arrangements were made

and the Pack refreshed

Up over the brow of the Hill down to the

And the promised

and the ever welcome

Back at the cars at

Snoozanne produced her usual high standard of victuals but the camera was
not quick enough to record the total

It being May and still cold the circle was called quickly.
The RA confessed to not having any election jokes but did have a quiz.
Could anyone name an Icelandic volcano?
Surtsey was named but not accepted (No reason given)
OTT gave Hekla
Eyjafjallajƒkull was tried by various Hashers and the RA failed them all giving
his own pronunciation as the standard. (The BBC has AY-uh-fyat-luh-YOE-kuutl-uh as their
effort)

Down-Downs were given to Hansel, Brian, Compo, Snoozanne, Carthief,
Sprog,
The RA was brought down to size as he did not know how to pronounce
umlaut in Icelandic.
The Hare
The Hare for causing unnecessary stress by burning down the pub.
Returnees. Tia Maria, Snoozanne (sharing canap„s with Cherie Booth /
Blair), Brian, Compo
Snoozanne was diss’ed on the run for being too mature by 10”
OTT for wearing a T-shirt with a bow tie on it for National Bow-Tie Day.
10” called for those who had run through Checks to be called up but with
democracy still in the air, 10” and by extension his twin Brian got DownDowns for poor marking of Checks instead.
Brian for something to do with a see-saw.
We retired to the Clarence Hotel and battled against some live music whilst
pointing out pedantic errors in FCUK’s efforts at the 150 run T-shirt.

